
A  N E W  D I M E N S I O N  

O F  Y O U R  T R A V E L  E X P E R I E N C E



New quality of travel

SmartVan is a functional and exceptionally comfortable 
interior furnishing system fit for all vans. Thanks to the 
multitude of ingenious solutions, SmartVan is a product 
that will revolutionise your way of looking at travel. 
Forget about the boring and uncomfortable space, or 
the permanent lack of room for everything you want to 
take along. Discover SmartVan and try out a completely 
new dimension of travel.



Unmatched passenger area 
solutions 

SmartVan offers a fully equipped stylish passenger area 
made up of three comfortable upholstered seats, a con-
siderable amount of storage space, two beds, and kitchen 
and multimedia equipment. In addition, SmartVan has 
been fitted with USB plug sockets and 230V sockets 
all over the vehicle, which will make the charging of 
your devices a lot easier and quicker.

3 comfortable upholstered seats 

fully equipped kitchen 

2 beds 

storage area 

lighting 

multimedia equipment 





We are what we cook 

In SmartVan you’ll make and store your food 
in a secure and convenient way. The interior 
furnishing consists of a variety of appliances, 
including a fridge, a microwave, and a special 
spot for installing a gas cooker. 



Everything right where 
it belongs 

The passenger compartment of SmartVan has been 
used to its maximum advantage. From now on, you 
don’t have to worry about finding the right place for your 
hand luggage, as SmartVan has a countless number 
of drawers, shelves or boxes to ensure that everything 
is close at hand. 



A farewell to boredom

SmartVan has been fitted with a television, a sound 
system and a set of headphones built into the side walls. 
Additionally, right next to the tv there is a special area 
to connect a variety of multimedia devices through 
HDMI. A set like this will surely make your journey a 
lot more attractive, and it will help you to fight bore-
dom during a stopover.

Customisation first

SmartVan offers an array of customised solutions for 
your interior, like e.g. an individual logo placed on the 
headrests.



Time for relaxation

SmartVan offers two cosy sleeping areas. In the rear 
section above the seats is a full-sized 2 x 1.4 metre 
wide bed with an independent lighting system 
and amplifiers, and a fitted ladder. The other bed 
is placed in the bottom area and comes in the form 
of drawers found below the seats.





Luxury cockpit 

SmartVan has not forgotten about the driver’s area, 
where the seats have been stylishly trimmed, which will 
surely make a journey a lot more enjoyable. The rotating 
swivel base of the passenger seat is truly a game changer 
for increasing comfort and convenience. 

The driver’s area has additionally been enhanced with 
an easily foldable table placed between the seats which 
has, among others, two drawers, drink bottle holders, 
a holder for a smartphone and other accessories. 





Smart load space 

The load space has been designed very thoughtfully. 
All the fitting handles, hooks, shelves or safety nets will 
help you to load and safely transport your stuff. This 
area also has ceiling lights and an additional safety tool 
in the form of a riffled plate, as well as a specially extended 
rubber mat, which will protect your rear bumper against 
possible damage throughout reloading. 

In addition, expect to find a shower cubicle made of 
black fabric, which is pulled out from the side wall. 



Additional options

sporty front bumper

additional grille

side sill piping

raised or composite roof

awning



Passenger compartment:
electric package:
additional 110Ah battery
control panel and fuse box 
USB, 12V, and 230V plug sockets
external 230V power socket 

LED lighting: furniture and ceiling 

6 LED lights 

basic sound system package: 2 loudspeakers with on/off switch 

insulation package 

kitchen furniture and fixtures:
floor cupboard with extra space for bottles 
wall cupboard with roll-up blinds 
removable table
mini-bar and a small drop-leaf table 

sofa with three safety belts 

lower bed expandable in two positions (sleeping length: ca. 180 cm)

upper bed expandable up to 200 cm

roll-up blinds in windows behind the driver and passenger 

Driver’s compartment:
upholstered front seats and back seat 

load space above the driver and passenger 

roll-up curtain separating the cab from the passenger area 

protective covers on both seats 

pockets on passenger’s seat 

set of floor mats with sheathing 

Garage compartment:
garage dimensions: 232 cm

aluminium plate up to the height of 35 cm

rubber floor 

LED lighting in the garage section

external halogen light 

standard shelf on the partition wall 

shelves in rear door

hooks in the floor 

2 loading ramps with 2 hooks 

12V and 230V socket

Standard features



seats and back seat upholstery: sides made of leather,  inserts made of Alcantara

leather upholstery of seats and back seat

embroidered logo on seats headrests and back seat headrests

additional armrests in driver door and passenger door 

mosquito net 

swivel passenger seat

portable travelling table between seats

premium vehicle insulation 

fridge

24’’ Smart TV set + 2 x headphones + DVBT aerial 

S1 Soundbar Bluetooth

microwave oven

hot and cold water package:
extended hot and cold water package

gas stove with in-built sink

grey water tank

shower nest

shower cubicle

parking heater 

roof air conditioning 

roof fan

40 cm x 40 cm roof window

black Fiamma awning 

1 awning light painted black

LED light band in awning

solar panel

roof rack with ladder on rear door

composite roof overlay

open roof tent

varnished tuning bumper

varnished tuning grille

side piping pack

tow bar

lithium battery 

safety net for closed bed 

ladder

board racks 

Additional features



Want to find out more? 

Looking for something more individually tailored to match your needs? 
In our offer, you will also find lots of other options, like e.g. fitting bike racks, 
gun grips, ramps, grips for motorcycles and quads.

Let’s create your dream space on four wheels together! 

For more information, please 
contact one of our experts:

Adam Bakes

phone no.: +48 501 389 556

e-mail: adam@smartvan.com.pl

Konrad Kacper Kamiński

phone no.: +48 537 991 199

e-mail: kacper@smartvan.com.pl


